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Voice THe BG news Bowling Greon, Ohio Vokjmo SB/Number 114 
Saigon renamed 'Ho Chi Minh City' 
SAIGON (AP) - North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong forces marched into 
Saigon yesterday and put an abrupt end 
to a century of Western influence over 
the often-bloodied Indochina peninsula 
To cheers and applause from some 
South Vietnamese, communist-led 
troops poured into the city and raised 
the flag of the Provisional Revol- 
utionary Government IPRGI over the 
presidential palace a few hours after 
President Duong Van Minh announced 
his government's capitulation 
A Viet Cong Liberation radio 
broadcast monitored in Bangkok said 
that some provinces west of Saigon 
have not yet surrendered - 
A HANOI broadcast monitored in 
Tokyo stressed Viet Cong 
announcements that Saigon had been 
renamed Ho Chi Minh City in honor of 
the late North Vietnamese leader 
President Minh. in a midmorning 
broadcast, ordered the South 
Vietnamese armed forces to turn in 
their arms. The 51-year-old Minh. who 
was taken into custody after his 
broadcast, was later returned to a 
microphone by a jeepload of North 
Vietnamese soldiers, and he issued 
another order for the Saigon troops to 
turn in their arms 
Many former soldiers tried to lose 
themselves amid the civilian popula- 
tion. A police colonel walked up to an 
army memorial statue, saluted and 
shot himself He died later in a 
hospital 
The role of the United States, which 
came into Indochina after French 
colonial rule collapsed with the 1964 
defeat at Dien Bien Phu. had ended 
Tuesday in a massive helicopter airlift 
U.S.   Ambassador   Graham   Martin. 
about 900 other Americans and some 
5.600 Vietnamese were evacuated to 
ships of the 7th Fleet in the South China 
Sea. 
TWO WEEKS ago. the US presence 
in neighboring Cambodia came to a 
similar abrupt close a few days before 
the Khmer Rouge marched Into Phnom 
Penh 
In Laos, the third country involved in 
the 197S Paris accords on Indochina, a 
shaky truce is holding although there 
have been a number of clashes between 
rightist forces and the Communist- 
backed Pathet Lao. Both sides share 
ministries in a coalition government 
set up under the cease-fire agreement 
signed on Feb 21.1973 
Several other Asian countries are re- 
assessing their relations with the 
United States in light of its withdrawal 
from Vietnam and Cambodia. 
Philippine President Ferdinand E. 
Marcos has said he is reviewing agree- 
ments for U.S. military bases in his 
country. 
Thailand, which indicated recently it 
wants U.S. troops based in the country 
to be withdrawn over the next year, 
now is treading a narrow path to keep 
from antagonising the new Khmer 
Rouge rulers in neighboring Cambodia 
THAI OFFICIALS have inssisled 
that South Vietnamese refugees leave 
the country immediately and has given 
Cambodian refugees no longer than a 
month to stay. 
Loud explosions were heard in the 
late afternoon in Saigon They were 
reported aboard an ammunition barge 
burning in the Saigon River, but no 
damage was reported in the city except 
at the U.S. Embassy and other Ameri- 
can   buildings,   which   the  Saigonese 
looted. 
At the embassy, they took 
everything, including the kitchen sinks 
and a machine to shred secret 
documents 
A bronze plaque with the names of 
five American servicemen who died in 
a 1968 Viet Cong commando attack, 
was torn from the lobby wall 
"It is our embassy now." said a 
laughing young Vietnamese soldier 
Otherwise, life returned to a degree 
of normalcy People strolled the 
streets and greeted the Viet Cong and 
North Vietnamese with smiles and 
handshakes 
COMMUNICATIONS from Saigon to 
the outside were interrupted for about 
four hours beginning about 130 a.m. 
EOT yesterday and again at 7 am 
EDT. They had not resumed at 1 30 
Fufure programming 'up in air' 
WBGU-FAA to lose federal aid 
By Rick Beeamaa 
Staff Reporter 
Vibes sent from campus radio 
station WBGU-FM might carry a 
different tune as of July 1, due to the 
inability of the station to meet 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
i CPBI qualifications. 
Frank W Baker, general manager of 
WBGU-FM. said CPB demanded that 
the station hire another full-time staff 
member, but the University Provost 
refused to authorize the station to hire 
anyone by the deadline yesterday. 
THEREFORE, the station will lose 
federal funds from CPB and the 20 
per cent of its programming provided 
by National Public Radio INPR). an 
affiliate of CPB. according to Baker 
Dr. Sheldon Halpern. vice provost 
for faculty affairs, said he and the 
Provost made the decision not to 
authorize   hiring   of   another   staff 
Fund refusal foils 
to surprise GSS 
By Pat Thosnas 
Staff Reporter 
Graduate Student Senate (GSS) 
President Stanley Swartz said 
yesterday the refusal of the Advisory 
Committee on the Educational Budget 
to recommend additional monies for 
GSS was'' not surprising.'' 
"It's the first time that graduate 
students have asked for a substantial 
amount of money." Swartz said "We 
were just hoping to be reconsidered '' 
GSS had introduced an appeal for an 
additional 15000 which was defeated 
by the committee near midnight 
Sunday 
SWARTZ EXPRESSED the opinion 
that had the Educational Budget 
Committee voted on the GSS appeal 
earlier In what he labeled an 
"emotionally charged" meeting, GSS 
would have received additional 
funding 
"We support the funding of the black 
and Latin organizations.'' Swartz said, 
referring to the groups whose general 
fee allocation appeals were upheld by 
the committee. 
But he added that GSS did not 
support the additional funding of the 
Human Rights Alliance (HRA). 
"It's the opinion of GSS that HRA is 
not a viable group," Swartz said. He 
said that HRA lacked an "adequate 
track record" to justify the additional 
funds 
"I'm not sure money should be 
allocated on precedent," he said 
ACCORDING TO Swartz. GSS plans 
to carry Its appeal to University 
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. 
"I won't try to second-guess the 
president." Swartz said of his 
expectations of the continued appeal 
Additional funding of GSS might be 
available from sources other than 
general fee monies, Swartz said. 
He included as possible sources the 
budgets controlled by Dr Michael R 
Ferrari, vice president of resource 
planning, and Dr. Charles A. Leone, 
dean of the graduate school. 
If additional monies are not 
allocated. Swartz said the GSS may ask 
for a rotary budget which would enable 
them to collect funds from students 
Vietnamese student 
feels shocked, sad 
By Marcia Cwlk 
Staff Reporter 
Though the fall of South Vietnam has 
had an effect on many people on 
campus, one student has felt it more 
than others. 
For Phamtrong Le. who has been 
working on his masters degree in the 
American studies program since he 
came to the University from Saigon in 
September 1973. the unconditional 
surrender of bit country to the 
communists came as a blow which left 
him feeling "a little shocked and sad 
"OF COURSE, this thing was 
expected by everyone who has studied 
the course of the war, but it came as a 
shock." he said 
Le said there were some signs 
pointing to the downfall of South 
Vietnam: President Gerald Ford's 
announcement last Wednesday that the 
war in Indochina was over for the 
United States, and South Vietnamese 
President Duong Van Minn's official 
request that all Americans leave the 
country. 
One reason the fall shocked him, Le 
said, was because be had expected the 
airlift of Vietnamese citizens to go on 
longer than it did. 
He said be had been pleased when be 
beard that President Ford and 
Congress had allocated funds for the 
airlift and that the attorney general 
would use his authority in the 
evacuation 
Through newspapers and television. 
Le said he had beard that 130.000 
citizens were to be admitted to the 
United States, and as of yesterday, he 
had beard of only 5.000 being admitted. 
"THE SADNESS is still there when 
you see that a lot of friends of youis 
are unable to get out-particilarly 
those who have been associated with 
the United States in the past." he said. 
Le said he received word last Friday 
from the Red Cross that his wife and 
two children, whom he has not seen 
since September 1973. were able to get 
out of South Vietnam and are currently 
in the Philippines waiting for 
clearance to enter the United States. 
"I am very relieved because I know 
they are safe, and that I have a chance 
to see them." be said. 
Le, who is originally from Hanoi, 
migrated to Saigon as a refugee after 
the Geneva agreement in 1964. 
He attended two branches of the 
University of Saigon, the Teacher's 
College and the Faculty of Letters, 





member for the station after reading 
an "extensive" report by the 
Broadcast Policy Committee. 
Dr. Halpern said that the committee, 
composed of five faculty members, 
two undergraduate students and one 
graduate student, basically did a cost- 
benefit analysis of the station's affili- 
ation with CPB. plus a management 
and audience analysis. 
He said CPB was requiring even 
more additions to the staff of the 
station and equipment improvements 
for the future. The additional future 
costs would have been greater than the 
money given by CPB. he said. 
"It will probably cost less to lose the 
grant than to keep the grant by 
meeting qualification standards of 
CPB." Dr Halpern said 
"WE FOUND that with tight 
budgets, extra money that goes into 
one thing cannot go Into something 
else," he said 
Baker said the station cannot turn to 
advertising for revenue because the 
station is on a non-commercial 
frequency. 
' "There's no way we could sell time,'' 
he said. "All we can do is take the 
money the University allocates for the 
station and try to do the best we can. 
"It's all pretty much up In the air at 
this point." Baker said in reference to 
the future plans of the station. "We 
don't even know what budget we will 
begetting" 
Dr. Halpern said a number of people 
will have to decide what the future and 
growth of the station will be. and this 
would determine how much the Uni- 
versity allocates to the station. 
Baker said, "Personally, I'm very 
disappointed It's really a blow for the 
station, the University and a 
tremendous loss for the audience." 
HE SAID WBGU-FM has been the 
only public radio station in the area for 
the past five years. 
"We're going to have to change the 
emphasis from public service to that of 
developing University resources," he 
said, adding that the station might 
become "more of a showcase for 
University material." 
There are about 700 public radio 
stations in the country, according to 
Baker, and only 170 that meet CPB 
qualifications. "These are prestigious 
kinds of things, but now that's gone." 
By Cindy Smerciaa 
Staff Reporter 
A seven-year dispute between the 
city of Bowling Green and the Ohio 
Division of Wildlife ended Monday 
when the division announced the 15.000 
out of court settlement of a fish-kill 
case. 
Four times from 1968-1974, 
discharged waste from Bowling 
Green's sewage treatment plant killed 
fish and other wildlife in the north 
branch of the Portage River. 
ORIGINALLY, the city was billed 
nearly 98,000 by the division of wildlife 
for the destruction of approximately 
24.000 fish. 
The city contested the original 
claims on the grounds of sovereign 
immunity, but the Ohio Supreme Court 
in June decided that a municipality has 
no sovereign immunity from the state. 
The Ohio Division of Wildlife and the 
city settled the claim out of court a 
month ago. The city agreed to pay 
85,000 to the state to cover the 
wholesale value of the fish, damage to 
the natural habitat and investigation 
coats. 
The case originally was heard in the 
Wood County Common Pleas Court, 
where it was dismissed. 
The Sixth District Court of Appeals 
then reversed the earlier decision, 
deciding that municipalities are liable 
to the state for such wildlife kills. 
The Supreme Court decision followed 
in June, upholding the Court of Appeals 
ruling. 
The higher court decided that a 
municipality    has    no    sovereign 
immunity from the state because a 
city's immunity is derived from the 
state's immunity. 
ELEVEN OTHER municipalities 
currently are involved in similar 
wildlife kill claims with the state. 
Robert W. Sorgenfrei. city utilities 
director, refused to comment on the 
settlement. C. Richard Marsh, 
attorney who handled the case for the 
city, was out of town and could not be 
reached for comment. 
p.m. EDT When they were interrupted 
at 7 a.m.. a dispatch was being 
received from AP Special Corres- 
pondent Peter Arnett It said in part 
"In 13 years of covering the Vietnam 
war. I never dreamed it would end the 
way it did at noon today 1 thought it 
might have ended with a political deal 
like in Laos Even an Armageddon- 
tvpe battle to the finish with the city 
left in ruins like in World War II in 
Europe But a total surrender, 
followed a short two hours later with a 
cordial meeting in the Associated 
Press office in Saigon with an armed 
and battlegarbed North Vietnamese 
and his aide - and over a U.S. cola 
drink and pound cake, at that" That is 
how the Vietnam war ended for me on 
Wednesday " 
Several American and other foreign 
correspondents remained behind in 
Saigon, plus a handful of American 
missionaries 
Seven-year waste dispute 
ends in $5,000 settlement 
Ue Jordan, junior (B.A.), and Ann Marl*, freshman (B.A.I, 
stag* a stimulating promotion for campus radio station WFAl 
by passing out balloons in front of th* Union. (Newiphoto by 
Dan Foicht) 
Anti-racism group may form 
Weather 
Partly dandy sad act as warm 
today High la the middle to apper 
an. Clear and c—\ tonight Low 4* 
to 45 Mostly laaay tomarrew 
Hlgkt lathe lower Ms. Probability 
of predaHattea M per eeat today 
aad 19 per ceat Uaigkt 
ByRokArkwrtght 
The National Student Coalition 
Against Racism (NSCAR1, which has 
been instrumental in the protest to 
desegregate Boston public schools, 
may start a chapter at the University 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) Vice President Montel 
Jennings, said NSCAR contacted him 
about two weeks ago when it learned 
that several minority organizations 
were appealing the decision by the 
Advisory Committee on General Fee 
Allocation (ACGFA) to deny them 
funds. 
JENNINGS SAID that a NSCAR 
chapter on campus would be able to 
investigate policies and problems in 
more depth than what is currently 
being done. 
He said a nationally recognized 
organization could have more influence 
in solving problems than a local 
organization. 
"Formulating a chapter here would 
be an asset In light of .some of the 
biased and controversial decisions 
which are constantly being made at 
this University," Jennings said. 
He cited the current situation 
concerning black greek housing and 
minority group funding as examples. 
Jennings said NSCAR, founded last 
February in Boston, is an organization 
which "defenss the right of all 
minority students to have the best 
education possible." 
THE NATIONAL Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACPI. although not organi- 
zationally connected to NSCAR, 
supports its programs, he said. 
But Jennings added that the NAACP 
is a much more conservative organi- 
zation than NSCAR. 
NSCAR. which has 350 national 
chapters, is made up of college and 
high school students. The chapters 
nearest Bowling Green are in Toledo. 
Columbus and Detroit. 
Jennings said he intends to bring 
NSCAR speakers to the University to 
build student interest in the 
organization If student interest is high 
enough.   Jenning   said   NSCAR   will 
organize on campus 
He is investigating possible funding 
sources for buses to take University 
students to the NAACP sponsored 
Freedom March May 17 in Boston, 
which is supported by NSCAR. 
JENNINGS said he has 
corresponded with other organizations 
including the Congress of Racial 
Equality (CORE), Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee ISNCCI. the 
Black Panther Party and the 
Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) to 
bring "overall objectivity of student 
perspectives and liberal viewpoints" to 
campus. 
"Some parts (of the viewpoints) 
might be used toward progressional 
student aims," he added 
Inside the News... 
• Academic Council yesterday moved to expand the Council on 
International Education to include a member of the Provost's stoH. SM 
page six for details. 
• EUm.niary school students at Maumeo and Toledo area schools 
rocaivo a unique education through Protect Interaction See this story an 
page seven. 
• The Falcon stickers put on an awesome offensive and defensive display 
as they manhandled Kenyan yesterday, 9-1. Sao page eight for derails. 
P^«2/Th«IGN.wi, Thurwloy, May I, 1975 
foreign policy 
ends in disaster 
With the unconditional surrender of the South Vietnamese government 
to the Viet Cong. Americans can bow their heads in disgust at the 
outcome of another catastrophic U.S. foreign policy 
The last Americans and South Vietnamese refugees have been airlifted 
back to the United States In response to more than 30 years of American 
involvement in Southeast Asia guns continue to fire and people continue 
to die. 
American aid to Vietnam gained little. 
Fifty-five thousand American soldiers died trying to defend a country 
that would eventually retreat in the face of danger. 
Over one-half million U.S. troops were seriously wounded in 
unnecessary battles. 
Widespread campus unrest and political apathy riddled the nation 
causing dissatisfaction among all segments of American society. 
Financial aid to Vietnam totaled more than $140 billion with little or no 
reciprocation by the Vietnamese. 
The United States may be a formidable superpower, but its' foreign 
policy regarding Vietnam was virtually weak. 
office cameras 
need consideration 
The possible installation of closed circuit television cameras to 
increase security at the Bursar's Office is based on misinformation and 
should be considered more carefully before becoming reality. 
University Treasurer Paul R. Nusser said that robberies at the 
Bursar's Offices of Ohio State University and Wright State University 
prompted increasing the security system here. 
However, when the bursars at Ohio State and Wright State Universities 
were contacted they denied that their offices had been robbed recently. 
A new security system will involve a tremendous expense which may 
be unnecessary. 
As long as there is an effective security system in use at the Bursar's 
Office, plans for changing the present operation should be examined fully 
and completely before rushing into this possibly useless endeavor. 
CM-   / r; -.*(-, 
kennedy challenges ford 
WASHINGTON-IT* first national 
opinion survey showing President Ford 
as beatable by several Democrats 
finds their front runner, Senator 
Edward M. Kennedy, more vexed than 
pleased 
Ted Kennedy wants to be president 
but not next year He has gone the last 
mile to take himself out of 
consideration, even to the point of 
publicly saying his mind cannot be 
changed. 
"There's absolutely no circumstance 
or event that will alter the decision," 
he declared last September in Boston. 
"I will not accept the nomination. I 
will not accept a draft.'' 
What vexes him is that the 
Democrats and ordinary voters don't 
believe him. This week's Harris poll, 
for the first time, shows Ted Kennedy 
beating Mr Ford by a comfortable 7 
per cent. 
MOREOVER. IT shows that 
Kennedy is the only one of six 
perspective Democratic challengers 
who easily outdistances the Republican 
president from Grand Rapids. SO to 43 
per cent. 
Democratic Senator Edmund S 
Muskie ties Mr. Ford (45 to 45), as does 
Democratic Senator Henry M Jackson 
144 to 44). 
Old warrior Hubert Humphrey trails 
by only two points and Texas Senator 
Lloyd Bentsen comes within four 
points of matching Mr Ford. 
Alabama's Governor George 
Wallace wasn't tested in this survey, 
but previous polls showed him trailing 
J.F. terHorit 
all the others and losing to Mr Ford by 
a devastating 2 to 1 margin (61 to 30). 
What pleases Ted Kennedy is that he 
does so well as a non-candidate 
Observed one of his close aides. "Think 
how far out in front he'd be if he were 
really running." 
THAT, OF course, is a problem for 
all the other Democrats hungering for 
the White House- and for Mr. Ford who 
wants to stay there 
The majority of the Democratic 
politicians at state and local levels and 
within the labor unions have talked 
themselves into believing that 
Kennedy, despite his dropout status, 
somehow will emerge from the 
Democratic convention next summer 
as the party's draft choice for 
president 
They feel that way because none of 
the others seems strong enough to 
wrest the nomination from the 
convention, and none seems popular 
enough to beat neighborly Mr  Ford. 
A flaw in the Harris poll could be the 
matter of name identification. 
Everyone knows that Kennedy name, 
so he ranks much higher than. say. 
Rep Morris K Udall of Arizona 
By every political and ideological 
test, Udall comes closest to being the 
man who fits the Kennedy mantle. But 
Udall runs last in the Harris sampling, 
losing to Mr Ford by SO to 33 percent 
I CAME AWAY from a lengthy shirt- 
sleeved interview with Ted Kennedy 
with the conviction that be genuinely 
doesn't want to run next year and may 
even go to great lengths to make 
himself unacceptable 
He already has embarked on that 
course, first by refusing to join other 
Democrats in condemning school 
busing and now by stopping anti- 
abortionists from cutting off federal 
funds  for   abortions  for low-income 
Despite the high emotions of his own 
Boston constituency against racial 
busing and the verbal and physical 
abuse he has taken in appearances 
there, Kennedy insists that school 
busing of blacks and white may indeed 
be necessary to achieve public school 
integration 
That stance would make it extremely 
difficult for other Northern liberals to 
back him for the presidency next year 
Most of them have run for cover on 
that issue in their own states 
Kennedy's attitude is "So be it I'm not 
asking them to back me " 
HE TAKES the same attitude toward 
his position on the politically sensitive 
issue of abortion 
As   a   Catholic,   be   isn't   in   the 
vanguard of those who would make 
abortion as easy as a tooth extraction. 
But if federal money is to be spent on 
prenatal and infant care. Kennedy 
feels it would be wrong to arbitrarily 
decree by congressional vote that no 
federal funds can be spent on abortion 
programs. 
Yet such tactics, even if undertaken 
deliberately seem unlikely to destroy 
the Kennedy appeal among Democrati- 
cally-inclined voters. 
It has survived everything, even 
Chappaquiddick. as well as his own 
insistence that he will not run in 1976 
TED KENNEDY'S fervent nope is 
that some other Democrat soon will 
top him in the polls, one whom be can 
support in the race against Mr. Ford. 
On that point, incidentally. Kennedy 
thinks the Republicans would be easier 
to handle if the president didn't run or 
if militant conservatives fielded a third 
party candidate like Ronald Reagan to 
drain off GOP votes 
Kennedy does not dispute the polls 
that ranked Mr. Ford as the strongest 
Republican contender for 1976 
So one listens to Ted Kennedy and 
wonders what he will finally do next 
summer at the Democratic convention 
if the same polls show he is still the 
front runner indeed the only 
Democrat with a clean chance to beat 
Mr Ford 
Would he walk away from a draff 1 
do not think so 
Copyright.    lt7S.    Universal    Press 
SyaaHcsie Detroit News 
Leuera 
biased judges 
I was very disappointed and upset 
with the way the 1975-76 cheerleading 
squad was chosen It was my 
understanding that the top nine scores 
would be chosen according to 
coordination, overall appearance and 
cheering ability. 
Instead    of    choosing    the    most 
%N0T THAT I'M COMMR/N' MWELF TO ROOSEVELT, BUT..,' 
qualified cheerleaders, it ended up to 
be a judge of color 
Are cheerleaders supposed to be 
representative of their color, or are 
they to represent BGSU? Apparently I 
was misinformed 
It is difficult to deny that tryouts 
were biased Fourteen girls with the 
highest scores were chosen for finals 
Only one was black 
However, three black girls who had 
been eliminated earlier, were 
reinstated for the finals merely 
because they were black 
Think of those girls, regardless of 
color, who wanted to be cheerleaders 
for what it represented, not what they 
represented 
Think, loo. of the girls who made 
finals and were beaten because they 
were white That was a perfect 
example of prejudice in reverse 
I'm not bitter towards any color 
However. I am disillusioned with the 
double standard that was used to judge 
tryouts 
I'm sure many girls will think twice 
before trying out again 
Pat Larawav 
511 Harmon Hail 
landlord replies 
The findings published in the March 
17 BG News Close Up by the Journal- 
ism 311 students was very interesting 
and informative. 
As an owner-landlord I have very 
fine cooperation, along with my 
resident-manager couple, with our 
student tenants 
We try to inform our tenants of our 
responsibilities to them and theirs to us 
last missionary imperialism 
and welcome questions 
We feel that clear understanding 
makes for the best relationship 
Therefore, please permit me to clarify 
two quotes attributed to us 
1 Our lease requires the rent 
payments to be made on time After 
five days of the due date we may 
penalize the lessee with a daily charge 
After ten days delinquency we protect 
ourselves by reserving the right to 
collect for the full term of the lease. I 
hasten to add that we have never been 
put in the position of having to make 
the decision to exercise this right 
2. The problem of parking is one 
which we try to anticipate and correct 
so this year we informed our tenants 
that we would guarantee them one 
space per apartment and would 
cooperate to the best of our ability to 
allow use of the remaining spaces in as 
fair a manner as possible There are 
four persons occupying each apart- 
ment so there can be from one to four 
autos per apartment The tenants are 
not complaining to us so we are 
assuming that this is the best arrange- 
ment we can make However, we do 
have parking spaces available to us 
three short blocks away which our 
tenants have been invited to use 
The remark regarding the poor 
condition of the roads is quite 
legitimate, however, it is not because 
"the town doesn't seem to have much 
concern." 
City Council has been working on 
plans to correct this with tax money 
provided by the property owners. It is 
my understanding that the money has 
been allocated and the streets will be 




WASHINGTON -From Wilson to 
Nixon, in time of crisis the White 
House has cut itself off from the 
nation In the suspenseful hours, what 
they've always shown us is limousines 
arriving and limousines leaving, offers 
of high rank, gray and powerlul. 
committee chairmen wearing faces of 
official portraiture 
Not this lime around It isn't our 
crisis anymore For us the war's long 
over, it's the White House that's just 
getting the news, but here too there's 
no drawing in. no cancelling of 
speeches, no Presidential 
disappearance 
In the midst of what would be tension 
and serretiveness under other 
Presidents. Mr Ford allows novelist 
John Hersey. on assignment for the 
New York Times, to spend seven 
straight days with him. from breakfast 
to bedtime 
The secret of this White House is the 
absence of secrets, its defense is its 
porous accessibility 
OUR PRESIDENT is making friends 
with us. The more we read about him. 
the more we see him out among us, 
making speeches, chatting 
comfortably with Uncle Walter Bear 
Cronkite. our most comfy newscaster. 
the more we're allowed to see him 
functioning in a most difficult moment. 
the more our affection for him grows. 
Here, at the last, is a person whose 
private and public life is a continuum 
a modest politician, a President who 
prays in the closet, a high-scrupled 
man, a square dealer, a Christian, and. 
alas, a potential killer 
Ni.-bolas 
von Hoffmaa 
A part of him. because it suits both 
his nature and his politics, strains to 
overlook who's to blame for Vietnam 
The word is no recriminations, but 
the other part of him is frantic. It 
permits the recriminations to bubble 
out in spite of himself It's the peace 
party in Congress that did it. that 
wouldn't vote the money, that lost us 
Vietnam to the Reds 
This is not a macho trip, as it might 
have been with his predecessors Jerry 
Ford is an achieved athlete. He didn't 
sit on the bench at Michigan in non- 
varsity humiliation. That boy won his 
letter 
NO. MR. FORD is a young man 
grown old believing in The American 
Century. That was the phrase Henry 
Luce, another believing Christian, 
another ardent Yalle. ordered his 
Time-Life media machine to dub our 
age Missionary imperialism 
Harry Truman said, "I believe that it 
must be the policy of the United States 
to support free peoples who are 
resisting   attempted  subjugation   by 
armed    minorities   or    by    outside 
pressures." 
Mrs Ford found a bronze bust of 
Truman in the warehouse, and Mr 
Ford had it placed in the Oval Office 
next to Lincoln and Washington The 
American Century. 
Outward Christian Soldiers bound in 
retreat with their Vietnamese camp 
followers The Americans weren't left 
in Saigon overly long as part of a cheap 
plot to draw us back 
The President and Dr Kissinger 
couldn't believe the end would come so 
fast: but if it is the end. then we will 
march out in our own time, taking 
what and whom we wish, and if that 
means the temporary reintroduction of 
troops, the getting off of one more 
good, stinging lick, this is The 
American Century 
WE'RE GOING because we made up 
our minds to. We weren't pushed 
Dr. Kissinger warns the world: 
Don't draw the wrong conclusions 
from this. 
Small nations, hunker down and stay 
in line We're circling to give someone 
a zap. Nicaragua, watch out. Portugal, 
you're going to push a little too far and 
we're going to wap you. American 
knows the duty of war. for this is our 
time, our century. 
"It is easy to skip into an attitude of 
imperialism where war becomes an 
instrument of public policy rather than 
its last resort," Mr. Republican. 
Robert Taft. warned a long time ago. 
when Jerry Ford was beginning in 
Congress. Taft was a nay sayer. a man 
of recriminations. 
The American Century brooks no 
internal divisions, no recriminations, 
it is unitary and bipartisan. But if 
President Ford will stiffle his 
recriminations, he will be 
recriminated at 
WHY WERE weapons enough to arm 
10 South Vietnamese armies 
abandoned to the North'' Why does 
America still have the sluggish, 
overpowered. over-airconditioned 
Spanish Armada of an army such as we 
sent to Vietnam to bog down in Coca- 
Cola? 
Whose jobs are these unwanted 
Vietnamese refugees going to take? 
Why do we have perpetual, open-ended 
foreign policy commitments to take 
care of our useless allies' 
grandchildren? 
If we give you a bigger navy, will you 
use It to defend us or to make a bigger 
mess'' Where does the right to declare 
war vest in our form of government? 
When will you tame the FBI' When 
will you civilize the IRS? 
When Henry Luce published The 
American Century in Life magazine 
and reprinted it millions of times 
across the country, he told us that we 
must "accept whole-heartedly our duty 
and our opportunity as the most 
powerful and vital nation in the world 
and In consequence to exert upon the 
world the full impact of our influence, 
for such purposes as we see fit and by 
such means as we see fit." 
The American Century is over. It 
didn't last 35 years 
Copyright, 117a, The Waiklaftoa Po.t 
Klig Features SyaeUcate 
tacoed 
Opening the April 23 edition of The 
BG News. I saw printed (in type the 
color of my hair), an article headed. 
"Mexicans enter illegally " 
Since the accuracy of the News is 
universally-- accepted. I naturally 
thought these "Mexicans" had been 
arrested on assault charges 
Not so. BG police tacoed them for 
being here instead of being below the 
Bowling Green Mexican border. Now 
informed. 1 was glad that the clever 
title had caught my eye. and 1 munched 
another red pepper 
Reading on. I discovered that only a 
third of the article was devoted to the 
Mexicans, and that two thirds was 
devoted to U.S. citizens who were 
legally here but illegally occupied. 
Wherefore. 0 clever headline? 
Immediately, though, recalling the 
prestige of the publication at hand. I 
realized that two misplaced Mexicans 
were more of a threat to me than three 
drunk drivers, a disorderly jerk and a 
thief 
But if this publication is prestigious, 
the Campus Safety must be a wonder- 
ful perfection. And this leaves me with 
a fear. 
You see. on warm days I have a 
tendency to perspire I especially on my 
back). Who wiU meet me. then, as I 
enter the Union? 
Al Gonzalez 
214 Napoleon Rd 
apparent 
apathy 
Exceptional Children's Week was 
observed April 6-12. 
During that week the program, 
activities and needs of exceptional 
children were highlighted to promote 
an increased understanding of. and 
cooperation with these children in the 
Wood County area 
One aspect of the week was to 
sponsor car washes in Bowling Green. 
Tontogany and North Baltimore These 
car washes were intended to finance 
improvements for both the classroom 
setting and the materials available to 
the exceptional child. 
And since manpower is a necessity 
for such an activity, the students in the 
Special Education Department at 
BGSU were approached for assistance 
by Barbara Wirtz of the Wood County 
Schools. 
Considering the number of special 
education students at this University. I 
found it truly amazing that only one 
student cared enough about these 
children to help them wash cars 
It baffles me that University 
students can spend years studying 
special education and yet avoid the 
opportunity for additional contact with 
the children in their field. 
As educators, when does their 
professional involvement begin" 
Perhaps it would have begun after 
seeing these children work to the point 
of exhaustion in an attempt to improve 
their own situation 
Brian Murphy 
327 BE Court 
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Viet student feels sad 
• From page out 
AFTER     TEACHING 
English at a foreign 
language for 10 years in 
Saigon, be received a 
Fulbright grant from the 
state department through 
which be was able to pursue 
the American Studies 
program at the University. 
be said be has recently 
been offered a chance to 
complete a doctorate 
program under the English 
department 
Although Le said be does 
not know much about 
"bloodbaths." he expressed 
concern that the change in 
government may bring 
suffering to army officers, 
political leaders and others 
who are unable to get out of 
South Vietnam 
"Maybe   the   other   side 
would feel. Well, we have to 
be careful, because the 
whole world is watching us,' 
and they might be less 
aggressive." be speculated 
LE SAID THE resignation 
of former South Vietnamese 
President Nguyen Van Thieu 
did not come at the right 
time 
"It was late, too late-he 
should have gone earlier." 
he said "He enjoyed very 
little popularity." 
He said Thieu's 
weaknesses were that he 
was not capable of stopping 
political corruption, and be 
was unable to form a 
political party that united all 
the diverse factions of 
government 
Concerning the baby lifts. 
Le said he sees no reason to 
Congress hassles; 
Ford wins power 
An AP Newt Analysis 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress wrestled nearly three 
weeks over whether to give President Ford the power to 
send I' S evacuation forces into Saigon and finally gave it to 
him by default. 
Ford had already sent the evacuation forces in and the 
House was within an hour of giving him Congress' final 
approval of the authority Tuesday when the bill was pulled 
off the floor as moot. 
Speaker Carl Albert and other House leaders said they 
wanted to drop the evacuation authority entirely and start 
from scratch on a new aid bill for Indochinese refugees. 
But no final decision has been made to do that. 
SOME DEMOCRATIC leaders say Congress deliberately 
stalled action to force Ford to start getting Americans out 
faster without troops 
But two drafters of the War Powers Act of 1»7S say that if 
Congress does not yet approve the authority even alter the 
fact it will have copped out on its new war-making 
authority 
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield said yesterday 
Congress went slow on the bill because it "insisted not only 
on the withdrawal of American personnel but on a speed-up 
of that withdrawal as a precondition of further 
appropriations " 
MANSFIELD AND others, including Sen Frank Church 
(D-Idaho) said during the helicopter evacuation Tuesday 
that the Ford administration had unnecessarily risked U.S. 
lives by not getting the Americans out days earlier. 
Besides the effort to force a speeded-up withdrawal. 
Congress took a go-slow attitude because some 
congressmen didn't want to vote for sending U.S. troops 
back into Indochina 
object   to   them   from   a 
Vietnamese point of view. 
"My view it that I 
consider It very important." 
he said. "Even if you can 
save only one person on 
humanitarian grounds, you 
should dolt" 
"EVEN IF there have 
been irregularities (non- 
orphaned children being 
brought over), the fact is 
that a number of babies 
have been brought over here 
and put into homes which 
are much better than the 
ones they have left." 
Concerning the evacuation 
of South Vietnamese 
citizens by the United 
Slates. Le said a lot of effort 
had gone into it. 
"I thought you could have 
done more if you had more 
time and preparation," he 
said. 
Le said that during the 
Vietnam war. there seemed 
to be an overemphasis on the 
military side of the war- 
sometimes at the expense of 
the political side 
Things could have been 
better, he said, if there 
would have been equal 
emphasis on what he termed 
the political problem of the 
war: the creation of a 
government without 
corruption, an army where 
the time of service was 
limited and equal and an 
economy with more self-suf- 
ficiency than dependance on 
foreign aid. 
Le added that he hopes the 
new government will be 
strong enough to absorb the 
old system instead of 
resorting to reprisals. 
The takeover might be 
better in a way. be said, 
because it might be good for 
the families to be able to 
return to their homes 
"THE WAR has been so 
devastating for the whole 
countryside." he said "Now 
there is a peace." 
Le said he cannot see any 
possibilities of living under a 
communist regime for 
himself personally. 
"I cherish things like 
freedom of speech." he said 
"You want to have a little 
property of your own after 
your own effort, you want to 
build a home of your own. 
and in this case I do not want 
the state to interfere with 
it." 
Phamtrong U 
Letter shows Nixon-Thieu pact 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A former South Vietnamese 
Cabinet official yesterday released a copy of a purported 
letter In which President Richard M Nixon promised 
Saigon the United States would use full force if Hanoi 
violated a peace agreement The copy was of a letter 
dated Jan. 5. 1973. signed by Nixon and addressed to South 
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu 
The contents both implored Thieu and threatened him to 
sign the agreement then being completed in Paris. 
IT  ENDED with this paragraph 
"Should you decide, as 1 trust you will, to go with us. you 
have my assurance of continued assistance in the post 
settlement period and that we will respond with full force 
should the settlement be violated by North Vietnam." 
That copy and one of a Nov 14. 1972. letter to Thieu also 
supposedly written by Nixon were released to newsmen by 
Nguyen Tien Hung, an American-educated economist who 
was Vietnamese minister of planning until last week 
These letters were the first full disclosure of private 
assurances Nixon gave Thieu in return for the Saigon leader 
agreeing to sign the Paris agreements on Jan 17.1073. 
SEN. HENRY M Jackson (D-Wash ) had charged early 
this month such promises had been made 
WILL YOU BE THE LUCKY 
WINNER OF ONE OF SIX 
JEFFERSON STARSHIP 
TICKETS THIS WEEKEND? 
A ticket to American Graffiti, this Weekend's UAO 
Campus Movie, offers you this chance. Tickets are 
SI with BGSU ID. 
6:00, 8:15, 10:30 FRI. & SAT. 
MAIN AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY HALL 
An added sound system, and repaired 
projector enhance the excellence of the film 
The While House and Slate Department responded by 
saying no commitments were made privately thai were not 
apparent from Nixon's public statements. 
Hung said Thieu and the rest of the South Vietnamese 
government accepted Nixon's statement as assurances that 
Nixon would use military force if the accords were broken 
"These pressures and assurances forced President Thieu 
to sign the agreements." Hung said 
SOUTH VIETNAM would never have accepted the 
agreements, which allowed North Vietnam to keep troops 
below the demilitarized zone, if Thieu did not fully believe 
that Nixon would use arms to punish any violations, the 
former minister added 
In the Nov 14 dated document. Nixon purportedly said 
that "You have my absolute assurance that if Hanoi fails to 
abide by the terms of this agreement it is my intention to 
take swift and severe retaliatory action " 
Later, in telling Thieu that actions rather than words will 
best guarantee the agreement. the copy has Nixon saying: 
"I repeat my personal assurances to you that the United 
States will react very strongly and rapidly to any violations 
of the agreement " 
Rail lines 
COLUMBUS i AI'i Alter an hour of bitter, partisan 
debate, the House yesterday defeated a proposed con- 
stitutional amendment which would have allowed the state 
to operate rail lines now scheduled for abandonment. 
Democratic sponsors accused Gov James A. Rhodes of 
stealing the issue to bolster his proposed $16 billion bond 
issue 
Republicans said the resolution was worded badly, but 
offered no amendments 
The resolution was defeated 52-J6, with 60 needed for 
passage 
The measure's chief sponsor. Rep. Arthur Wilkowski. 
iD-46. Toledo), said he expects Rhodes to have the 
measure circulating in his petitions next week 
Self-service gas 
COLUMBUS lAPI-Ohioans could pump gasoline into 
their own cars under legislation introduced yesterday in 
the Senate 
Sen Thomas A Van Meter. (R-l», Ashland), the 
sponsor, said legalizing self-serve gasoline stations could 
result in savings of five to six cents a gallon 
He noted that under present law. gasoline may be 
pumped only by service station attendants. 
"The concept behind the present law was safety reasons 
However, many suites have gone to self service stations 
and have not experienced any explosive accidents." be 
added 
Oil tariff 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Presldent Ford is expected to 
delay a new oil tariff hike but take executive action toward 
gradual removal of all price controls on domestic crude 
oil 
These elements of an administration strategy for 
prodding enactment of an energy program emerged from 
conversations with Republican congressional leaders to 
whom Ford privately disclosed his plans yesterday. 
Ford's energy program Is intended to discourage fuel 
consumption by driving up domestic prices. 
Refugees 
AGANA, Guam i API Huddled around transistor radios 
in their stuffy tents. South Vietnamese refugees learned of 
the (all of their homeland and felt many of their hopes die. 
"I hoped too much. Now I cannot hope anything," said 
one man. who sat in his underwear picking at a plate of 
chicken and rice. 
While some refugees reflected on events in their 
homeland, screaming jets bearing arriving and departing 
refugees flew low over the camps. 
Although the flights from Saigon had stopped, nearly 
10.000 refugees remained to be moved Wednesday from 
camps at Clark Air Base and Subic Bay In the Philippines 
Refugees continued to swarm onto this tiny Pacific U.S. 
territory twice as fast as immigration authorities could 
move them out. The refugee population here stood at 27,836 
yesterday afternoon. 
ANNOUNCING THE 
ORIGINAL (flM^ SECOND 
^^^ SATURDAY MAY 17TH, 
\WTJgt ^LASALLE'S ANNEX AT 9 A.M. 
w •-••"'I^tS 
THE CONTEST WILL CONSIST 
OF 26 TEAMS OF THREE MEM- 
BERS EACH. MEMBERS OF 
TEAMS MUST BE AT LEAST 18 
YEARS. TEAM MEMBERS 
MUST ALL REGISTER 
AT SAME TIME. 
TEAMS MAY REGISTER AT THE CREDIT OFFICE, MAIN 
FLOOR. CONTEST WILL BE HELD AT LASALLE'S 
ANNEX BEHIND THE MAIN STORE, SAT. MAY 17 AT 
9 A.M. CONTEST OPEN TO SORORITIES, 
FRATERNITIES, INDEPENDENTS. HURRY TO 
REGISTER NOW! 
LASALLE*S 
PafM 4/Ttw M N-,wi, Thurndoy, May 1.1975 
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7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS 
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FAST, SAFE, CONVENIENT 
COMPARE AT'12.00 
SALE $4.44 
 i in - 
MISSES SPORTSWEAR 
 Ml I I H 11 Ml r II «1 
[FAMOUS MAKER MISSES 
COORDINATED PLAYWEAR 
CHOOSE FROM 2 MFQ'RS. 
' 7 DIFFERENT COLOR GROUPINGS 
• (EXCELLET SELECTION OF SHORTS, 
.CULOTTES, JACKETS, TOPS, PANTS 
(SOME PROPORTIONED! 












ENTIRE STOCK OF 
PRINTED BLOUSES 
TREMENDOUS SELECTION 
OVER 400 BLOUSES TO CHOOSE FROM 
ORIG. «12-»18 
SALE $9.00-$ 13.50 
SALE 
FASHION TANK TOPS 
IN ASSORTED SPRING COLORS 








• ASSORTED FAMOUS MAKER 
JUNIOR COORDINATES 
CHOOSE FROM TOPS, SHORTS, 
SKIRTS, HALTERS, PANTS, AND 
MORE. GREAT SELECTION - JUST 
RIGHT FOR WARM WEATHER. 
ORIG. '4-'20 
SALE 99c to 42.99 
iimmiiiiiiniiiiiiMMiiHiiiiiM niiii mimiinn MIMIIIIMIIIIII mi   n<: MUM MIIIIMM 11 1 r 
20% OFF 
ENTIRE STOCK OF JR. 
100% POLYESTER 
PANTS 
CHOOSE FROM ASSORTED STYLES 
AND COLORS   SIZES 513 
ORIG.*16-'23 
SALE'12.80-$18.40 
IIIIIMIIII 11111111   111111 
SAVE 
KMT TOPS 
SHORT SLEEVE 100% COTTON 
KNIT TOPS 





AND MUCH MORE 
ASSORTED SPORTSWEAR 
CHOOSE FROM SWEATERS, 
PANTS. TOPS AND SHIRTS. 






> RAM JACKET 
' ' ZIP FRONT-SNAP SLEEVE 
3 • COTTON RUBBERIZED BACK 








MENS 100% POLYESTER LEISURE 
SUITS IN THE SEASON'S LEADING 
STYLE. COLORS: NAVY. BROWN, 
TAN, GREEN 
JACKET SIZE 36-46 
SALE'16.99 





HEAVY  WEIGHT   100% COTTON 
DENIM FLAIR LEG STYLING. 






MEN'S PRINT SHIRTS 
LARGE SELECTION OF NYLON 
ACETATE ALL OVER PRINT SHIRTS 
FOR THAT "SILKY LOOK" • GREAT 
WITH LEISURE WEAR OR JEANS. 
SIZES S-XL 
COMPARE AT '13.00 
$6.99 
) SAVE -SAVE -SAVE 
PANTYHOSE 






ONE SIZE PANTYHOSE • SHEER 
100% NYLON. REINFORCED TOE. 
NUDE HEEL SUNTONE, COFFEE 
AND TAUPE 
HURRY - HURRY 
FOR GREAT SAVINGS! 
IV 
SALE - MEN'S 
KNIT SHIRTS 
ft SWEATERS 
YOUNG MENS KNIT SPORT 
SHIRTS AND SWEATERS. JEAN 
STYLES AND FANCIES ASSORTED 
COLORS. SIZES S-XL. 
A GREAT VALUE! 
ORIG. »10-»16.50 
$3.99 




COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 
■LOVE" COSMETICS AND FRAG 
RANCES INCLUDING BABY LOVE 
LEMON FRESH AND MUSK FRAG- 
RANCES GIFT SETS ALSO. 
SAVE 1/3 
CHAMBRAY 
PANTS ft JACKETS 
LEVIS NEWEST CHAMBRAY LOOK 
IN 100% COTTON WESTERN 
STYLE JACKET, BELL BOTTOM 
JEAN SIZES: JACKET S-XL ■ PANTS 
29 36   A GREAT LOOK! 
MCXET MM. 2100- SALE$ 14.50 
PJWT -OK 14.50   SALE $9.50 
ENTIRE STOCK OF 




SAVE 1/3 to 1/2 
STEREO COMPONENT 
SYSTEM 
CHOOSE FROM PIONEER, FISHER. 
PANASONIC. LLOYDS ELECTRO 
PHONES ALL WITH AM/FM 
STEREO. MOST WITH 8-TRACKS. 
TAPE PLAYERS AND AUTO 




SAVE Vi AND MORE 
MEN'S FAMOUS MAKER: 
PANTS AND JEANS 
SAVE ON JEANS, SOLIDS AND 
FANCIES IN COTTON, POLYESTER 






PRO STYLER, 1000 WATTS OF 
POWER, 3 HEAT SETTINGS. 
PLUS $2 FACTORY REBATE. A 
TRULY GREAT VALUE 
ORIG. '26.99 
'18.88 
JUST A SAMPLING OF THE 
Rehabilitation bill aims 
at intoxicated drivers 
By ROM Hunt 
Sutf Reporltr 
Persons convicted of 
driving while intoxicated 
(DWII may have an 
opportunity to attend 
driving improvement 
schools if a bill introduced 
last week in the Ohio Senate 
panes. 
The bill, introduced by 
Sen. Donald E. "Buz" 
Lukens IR-Middletown). 
allows trial judges to refer 
DWI offenders to schools 
within 30 days of conviction. 
The proposal gives judges 
the option of waiving all or 
part of the mandatory 
license suspension upon 
completion of the course. It 
allows judges to suspend all 
or part of a jail sentence for 
first offenders. 
However. Lukens 
yesterday said that previous 
offenders are ineligible for a 
reduced jail sentence. 
The proposed 
improvement course is 
modeled after rehabilitation 
schools in Phoenix, Ariz.. 
and  Florida.  Lukens said 
The program would include 
both psychological and 
physical rehabilitation 
"THE CORE Or this 
program is that they 
I offenders) admit they have 
a drinking problem." 
Lukens said. "We 
understand that until an 
alcoholic admits that he has 
a problem, it is difficult to 
correct the problem 
permanently." 
Lukens said the Ohio 
Director of Health would be 
responsible for setting the 
standards for both the 
program and its instructors. 
He added that the courses 
should be about four weeks 
long He said the program 
will be offered at night so 
participants can continue 
working 
"This is better than 
putting them back on the 
road without treatment." 
the senator said. He 
explained that since the bill 
was introduced last 
Thursday, he is unsure if 
other senators will co- 
sponsor it. 
"There is general 
knowledge that there hi a 
need for this.' Lukens 
added 
ALTHOUGH THE bill is 
under consideration, Lukens 
said be was uncertain which 
committee is handling it. 
Lukens said he is 
optimistic about the bill's 
chances if the Director of 
Health testifies that be can 
set up the schools at 
minimal cost. 
Although the bill calls for 
regional schools, Lukens 
said he would rather see 
local programs established 
"I am not a big supporter 
of regional government." he 
said 
But Lukens added that if 
regional schools are the only 
possibility, he would be 
satisfied. 
"We want to re-educate 
the convicted drivers not 
punish him." Lukens said 
"We want to make the roads 
safe for all drivers while 
educating the offenders in 
safe driving practices.'' 
Congratulations 
KAPPA SIGMA 
on your second place 
finish in the State Fraternity 
Basketball Tournament at O.S.U. 
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$ Mom - T-SHIRT 
»        NIGHT 
jTues.- HAPPY 
*        HOURS 
7:30-10:00 
Wed. - PITCHER NIGHT 
5 Thurs. - HAPPY HOURS 7:30-9:30 
Sat - T-SHIRT DAY 2:00-6:00 
*Sat Night - HAPPY HOURS 7:00-9:00 
Sun. - DOG & SUDS 
"SHIVER ME TIMBERS" 
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GREAT BUYS AT LASALLE*S COLLEGE NIGHT SALE! * 
 7,-10 P.M. $ 
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ROCK 'N ROLL 
RETURNS 
to the Sycamore Grove 
GRAND OPENING 
CONTINUES 
Friday and Saturday 
May 2 and 3 
Boogie to the Rock 'n Roll 
of HOUSE OF LORDS this weekend. 
Starting Thursday, May 8, 
come out and hear YAZOO! 
Thursday nights are Ladies nights 
Friday and Saturday nights you 
can bump till 2:30 a.m. 
Take 105 thru Pemberville to 
Bradner Road. Turn left and 
follow Bradner til you reach 
S.R. 582. There's Sycamore! 
Krotzor'f 
SVC AfliORC GROVE 
The corner of 582 and Bradner 
Thuitdoy, May 1. 197S, Th. %G N«wt/fot« 5 
Officials plan relief for 50,000 refugees 
By TV AiMcUlcd Prcu 
Slowly, but steadily, more 
than 50.000 refugees from 
South Vietnam made their 
way toward the United 
States yesterday as officials 
worked out details of 
organizing and financing the 
massive relief effort. 
Secretary of State Henry 
A. Kissinger said the Ford 
administration will ask 
Congress for money to care 
for as many as 60,000 or 
70.000 refugees. 
Kissinger said after a 
closed-door meeting of the 
House Appropriations sub- 
committee. "We consider 
we have a moral obligation 
to tens of thousands of 
people who worked with 
us..." 
HE GAVE no specific 
amount, but Asst. Secretary 
of State Philip C Habib. at a 
Senate Judiciary sub- 
committee hearing agreed 
with Sen. Edward M. 
Kennedy i 1) Mass < that it 
probably will cost the 
United States 800 million 
over a year's time to 
resettle the South 
Vietnamese who fled. 
No one seemed to know 
just how many refugees 
there were en route from 
South Vietnam, through the 
Philippines to Guam and the 
United States where pre- 
parations are being made to 
house up to 20.000 persons 
each at Camp Pendleton. 
Calif . Ft Chaffee. Ark . and 
Eglin Air Force Base. Fla 
An    estimated    55.000 
refugees are already In 
relocation camps, but 
Kissinger said. "We don't 
know how many additional 
thousands may have come 
out on ships." 
AN AMERICAN official 
at the United Nations said 
the United Stales has asked 
other countries to open their 
doors to refugees 
There were just over 
28.000 refugees on Guam as 
of early yesterday morning, 
with new arrivals coming at 
the rate of 4.000 to 6.000 a 
day for processing en route 
to the United States 
Ships of the U.S. 7th Fleet 
carried about 1.000 Ameri- 
cans and 6.000 South 
Vietnamese evacuated by 
helicopter during the final 
U.S. pullout that began late 
Monday. 
In addition, a Pentagon 
spokesman said about 18.000 
South Vietnamese refugees 
who made their way to sea 
in sampans, rafts and other 
boats have been picked up 
by Navy ships, some of 
which are headed for Subic 
Bay in the Philippines and 
others of which are 
remaining to pick up any 
additional refugees 
THERE ALSO are several 
thousand refugees who were 
flown to Thailand by South 
Vietnamese pilots and who 
are being ferried to Guam 
aboard U S Air Force 
planes 
Officials worried over 
everything    from    polio 
inoculations to paperwork 
for the refugees, some of 
whom lacked identification 
documents 
There were offers of help 
from several private 
citizens 
Officials at Clark Air Base 
in the Philippines processed 
the last of the more than 
26.000 refugees flown to 
Clark from Saigon in the 
airlift that started April 5 
and prepared the tents, 
dormitories, trailers and 
hotel for the arrival of the 
shipborne evacuees. 
Immigration authorities 
on Guam, the next stage on 
the refugee route, processed 
more than 2,000 persons 
Tuesday for departure and 
said the pace should reach 
5,000 a day within 10 days 
THE    FIRST    OF    the 
refugees processed through 
Guam arrived in California 
on Tuesday and went to 
Camp Pendleton 
Officials said about 1.400 
refugees arrived Tuesday 
and estimated that another 
3.100 would be aboard flights 
arriving yesterday and 
today. 
Many of the first arrivals 
were Americans and their 
Vietnamese dependents who 
headed for their own home 
towns rather than remaining 
at the military base 
Col. James Fyock told 
newsmen at Ft Chaffee that 
the first group of refugees- 
about 1.000 of them-would 
arrive at the base 
tomorrow. 
He said a military mess 
Team election bill proposed 
COLUMBUS. Ohio lAPI- 
A proposed constitutional 
resolution to have Ohio's 
governor and lieutenant 
governor run as a team 
cleared the Senate 25-6 yes- 
terday 
If approved by the House 
and then by the public in a 
statewide vote next 
November, the first tandem 
election would occur in 1978 
Sen Tony P. Hall (D-6. 
Dayton), the chief sponsor, 
offered a successful floor 
amendment that apparently 
removed most of the 
previously announced 
opposition to his resolution 
IT STATES that the legis- 
lature may determine 
whether  the governor and 
fRememberl 
I the | 
| Kent four | 
lieutenant governor would 
be nominated in the primary 
election separately or 
jointly 
As the proposal went to 
the floor, it provided that 
the candidates would pair 
before the primary in a 
manner that would have 
been prescribed by the 
General Assembly. 
Senate Minority Leader 
Michael J. Maloney iR-7. 
Cincinnati) led a brief floor 
fight against Hall's amend- 
ment. 
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wrong "to lock in" two 
candidates-if nominated 
separately-when they may 
have "views that are 180 
degrees apart, and may be 
incompatible " 
HALL. WHO said similar 
proposals failed to make it 
through both chambers in 
each of the last seven years, 
told his colleagues that Ohio 
"10 times in this century has 
had governors and lieuten- 
ant governors of opposite 
political parties, as It 
currently does 
"This resolution will 
strengthen both of their 
roles by requiring political 
harmony." he said 
The bill removes the 
existing constitutional 
responsibility for the 
lieutenant governor to 
preside over the Senate, and 
states that he shall be a part 
of the executive branch 
IN     ADDITION,     it 
authorizes the legislature, 
as well as the governor to 
assign duties to the 
lieutenant governor 
The proposal leaves it up 
to the Senate to select a 
presiding officer from Its 
own ranks 
In other business, the 
Senate approved unani- 
mously a pair of bills that 
permit township police and 
constables to join the sheriff 
in enforcing junk yard laws, 
and allow state employes to 
choose between nonprofit 
associations and health care 
corporations to obtain 
medical   and   health   care 
(*jjcm mSja&ts 
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IT'S    ACADEMY    AWARD    WINNERS    WEEK    AT    THE 
STADIUM CINEMAS. EACH THEATRE PROUDLY BRINGS YOU 
AN ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRESENTATION! 
CINEMA I 
AT BOWLING GREEN'S 
STADIUM PLAZA 
HELD OVER-2nd WEEK 
EVE.AT8:00 
WINNER Of SIX ACADEMY AWARDS 
INCLUDING 
•BEST PICTURE        *BEST DIRECTOR 
•BEST SCREENPLAY 




THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT 
AT CINEMA Ml - ADMISSION 
4.00 WITH STUDENT I.D. 
jPGte*- i DISHOf KOTOItS., 
*************** * * * *** * * ifcW* ******* *lk~it*-k * ******* *** *y 
hall, able to feed up to 2.000 
persons per meal, had been 
established and menus were 
being worked out featuring 
rice. milk. pork, poultry, 
fish, fruit and bread 
Fyock said there was an 
adequate supply of food, 
most of it shipped from Ft. 
Sill, Okla 
He said local officials 
planned a welcoming 
ceremony and added that he 
had received offers from 
local schools to establish 
English language classes for 
the refugees 
"There has been a great 
outpouring of offers of 
assistance for clothing, 
food, toys and offers of 
people's time." Fyock said 
The welcome plans 
contrasted with comments 
earlier by residents of towns 
surrounding the military 
bases In California and 
Florida as well aa In 
Arkansas 
Many residents expressed 
concern that the Influx of 




president of Kornylak Corp.. 
a medium-size foundry in 
Hamilton. Ohio, said he was 
upset about such 
complaints. 
"The whole thing stems 
from my disgust, listening 
to the people here objecting 
to their coming because they 
are going to take jobs," he 
said 
CINEMA H 
AT BOWLING GREEN'S 
STADIUM PLAZA 
NOW PLAYING 
EVE. AT 7:15-9:30 
BEST ACTRESS ELLEN BURSTYN IN 
HER ACADEMY AWARD WINNING ROLL 
Akces35 
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COMING SOON TO i.G. £ 
SHAMPOO • MURDER ON ORIENT EXPRESS C 
FREEDOM TRAILS RIDING ACADEMY 
Horseback Riding       HALF HOUR 
Pony Rides AND HOUR RATES 
Hay Rides PH. 832-3785 
10 miles West of B.G. via Rt. 6. Turn right off Rt. 6 onto 
Wapakonetta Rd. Freedom Trails Riding Academy just past 
Bever Creek between Rt. 6 and Poe Rd. on Wapakonetta 
Rd. 
ASK ABOUT RIDING CLUB 
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS - PH. 832-3785 

















1628 East Wooster Street 
presents 
^T^   DAILY SPECIALS 
MOUSTACHE MONDAY - 8-12 p.m. 
11 oz. schooner Pabst DISCOUNT 
20 oz. schooner Pabst PRICES 
TUESDAY-LADIES NIGHT 
LADIES DRINK FOR HALF PRICE 
WALLBANGER WEDNESDAY - 7-10 P.M. 
HARVEY WALLBANGER SPECIAL 
TALENT THURSDAY 
JANY AND ALL WELCOME!! TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY 
9 P.M.-2 A.M. "DYNAMIC ENTERTAINMENT" 
* LEO PERKINS 




   BGSU SPRING 
FOOTBALL GAME 
Saturday • May 3 • 1:30 p.m. 
Doyt L. Perry Field 
* TICKETS AT THE GATE 
J    Studonti  
j   Adults  
* BE THERE! 
•*********•••••••••* 
•  .50 
•1.00 
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International Council to expand 
By Patricia L. Sin 
Make-Up taller 
Acidcmic Council yester- 
day moved to reconfirm its 
endorsement of Inter- 
national education by ex- 
panding the Council on Inter- 
national Education to 
include a member o( the 
Provost's suit 
The new member would 
.act on a part-time baais in 
coordinating international 
education programming 
Council alao encouraged 
conaideration of an inter- 
national studies program 
baaed on core courses drawn 
from all areaa of the Univer- 
sity which would make 
effective  use   of  qualified 
personnel and resources 
already available 
The afternoon's long and 
heated discussion centered 
around the function, make- 
up and goals of the Council 
of International Education. 
According to James S. 
West, aaaitant professor of 
marketing, the international 
council waa formed 3'i 
years ago to set up an office 
of international education 
and find a director The 
council, composed of vol- 
unteer members, worked for 
a year and then received no 
funding for the project. 
EARLY THIS year, the 
Program Development and 
Evaluation     Committee 
GIGOLO NITE CLUB 
Bring this 
ad for 
Thursday nighl is extra special! 
50* OFF 




(PDEC), evaluated inter- 
national organizations to de- 
termine the effectiveness of 
the group's goals PDEC 
recommended that the 
council reevaluate its goals 
Instead of forming a new 
committee to do what the 
original group had done 
three years ago. Dean of 
Business Administration, 
Karl E Vogt. suggested that 
the council should review 
the goals formulated then 
and reactivate them 
Dr. Charles A Leone, vice 
provost, reported next on 
the Committee on Program 
Evaluation (COPE). The 
committee was originally 
formed to provide depart- 
ments with guidelines for 
self-evaluation, but Dr. 
Leone said that COPE has 
gained the image of an eval- 
uative organization. 
He said the committee 
needs instructions on pro- 
cedures to follow on depart- 
ment reports, and on  the 
THE PERFECT 
MOTHER'S DAY GIFT 
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Let    ii   .     ' r Pre    'iption 
3527248 
extent of COPE'S authority 
UNIVERSITY Provost 
Kenneth W. Rothe then 
asked Council whether it 
should be involved in re- 
viewing department's 
annual and quadrennial 
reports. Agnes M. Hooley, 
professor of physical educa- 
tion, said she would like to 
see the reports available for 
discussion, but other Council 
members mentioned that If 
the reports were open to 
public scrutiny, depart- 
ments might not be as open 
in the self-evaluations 
Council quickly approved 
a motion changing the name 
of the Graduate School to 
Graduate College. 
"We function as a college 
already." said Dr. Leone. 
"It's just a matter of 
recognizing the operation of 
the school. Our function will 
be the same, and our image 
a little better.'' 
TOM'S TIRE & AUTO SERVICE 
GOODYEAR TIRES 
EXPERT MECHANICAL WORK 
FOREIGN & AMERICAN CARS 





Daily 2:30-6 «&, 
Mon. & Tuts. eves. 9-1 
and don't forget... 
OUR RESTAURANT SERVES 
THI BIST CHINESE AND 
AMERICAN POOD AROUNDI 
Corner of N. Main & E. Court 
rNOW 
"GET YOUR TICKETS' 
TO SEE: 
•INK SPOTS 
•GLENN MILLER BAND 
•HARMONICATS 
•TOMMY  DORSEY BAND 




Thur. May 22nd - 8 p.m. 
BGSU   Perry Stadium 
Bowling Green  Ohio 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: 
•«UDY S HOT DOCS 
•B.G.H.S   SIACI BAND 
Mill  locum IOOM 
•MOUDAI   SUICK 
•DOMINO i PIZZA 
•fAlCON PIZZA 
•WOOD COUNTV MINTING 
OR  WRITE:      TICKST RESERVATIONS. BG Forties 
Review. P.O. Bon 774. Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
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Dr Vogt made a brief 
Introduction of a proposed 
program to create a new 
major in industrial and labor 
relations The program 
would package courses 
already existing in the fields 
of economics, legal studies 
and management to allow a 
new area of specialization 
"We're probably the 
largest college in the 
country that doesn't have 
this type of major," he said. 
Discussion of the proposal 







Beginning with paychecks 
dated today, workers will 
get a few dollars more in 
their lake-home pay aa part 
of a government effort to 
perk up the economy by 
adding »17 6 billion to 
consumers' buying power. 
The bigger paychecks will 
be the result of an 
adjustment of federal 
withholding tax tables to 
reflect tax cuts approved by 
President Ford last month. 
The Internal Revenue 
Service anticipates that 
because of the short time 
permitted for employers to 
change to the new tables, 
some workers will have to 
wait another week or so. 
BUT     GENERALLY. 
beginning with paychecks 
dated May l or later, a 
single person earning 110,000 
a year will get a weekly 
increase of tl 44 
AND THAT extra money 
will be supplemented by IS l 
billion in tax rebates of up to 
BOO which start going out 
next week. 
The extra money from the 
lax relief is one of the main 
reasons administration 
officials agreed with 
Secretary William E. Simon 
that the economy will pull 
out of the recession around 
midyear "even if we do 
nothing." 
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20 Minor prophet 
21 Chemical suffix 
22 Gangways, for 
example 
23 Waste allowance, 
old style 
25 Track 
27 Coin in Peru 
30 Controversial 
32 Son (of), in 
Arabic names 
36 Part of a play 
37 Barbecue 
specialty 
39 — ben Adhem 
40 Estonian Island 
province 
42 Slithery 
43 Chaise — 
46 Elsa's recent TV 
series 
47 River into the 
Scheldt 
48 King of —, Pa. 
50 Sibilant ..minis 
61 Rustling sound 
63 Lunches 
56 One of the Aliens 
67 Escape:  Slang 
59 Chinese civet cat 
63 Nonsense poet 
Edward 
1:4 Cougars 
Lo* Anirlci Tm 
66 Word  with foot- 
ed or headed 
67 Sinuses: Anat. 
68 Night:   Fr. 
69 Pub sign 
70 Noted Belgian 
violinist 
71 City of 
Taj Mahal 
DOWN 
1 Companions of 
kin 
2 Repercussion 
3 Edgar  Allan's 
family 
4 Backwater 
5 Sign of a sellout 
6 Plant with white, 
pink, blue, or 
turple flowers 
use owl 
8 To the point 
9 Finish 
10 Oriental dish 
11 "May This House 
Be Safe —" 
12 Pond fish 
13 "The — the 
limit" 
18 Having organs 
of hearing 
22 Received: Fr. 
24 Puiile solvers' 
needs, perhaps 
26 African country 
27 Booth 
28 Expression of 
?leased surprise 
he largest part 
31   Pierces 
33 Tree trunks 
34 "The Highway- 
man" poet 
36 Carpet 
38 Ump's relative 
41  Herb for 
seasoning 
1 1 3 i • i 7 - Q 18 II !." IJ 
ii i* 16 
17 ... 19 
20 ■ 1 
I 24 ■ 26 
;7 ?» 79 3C 31   T ■ 32 S3 34 
35 36   1 Law |38 
39 I 41 H 
O 144 I 46 
47 ■ 49   J $■50 
■ 52 H 1 
55 56 ■as 58 H 60 61 62 
n 1 64 "   1 66 67 66 S9 70 71 
44 — arms 
46 Combining form 
for "sodium" 
49 Prussian lancers 
62 Merchandise 
54 Type of steam 
bath 
55 Island of 
Napoleon's exile 
66  Fresh-water 
duck 
58 "—   girl!" 
60 Comfortable 
61 Move 
62 This:  Sp. 
64 Islet 
65 Actress West 
ANSWEI TO MtVIOUS PUIW 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
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10KEMCM-    REMCMBER ^«S5 
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OH, LACBY, COUIO 
A MAN eve* fion- 
6E~T SUCH A DAY?< 
*££l     HOUHAND- 
WO»!    SOME HE 
LOOKEPl 
..rCt-jiti* 
urn   CL3SSIFIED   «w 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR Beta' 
MayLltn  
Donald J. Greco. Field Repres. Am Fed of Teachers will speak in 
the White Dogwood. Union. 7 JOp m 
Christian  Science Organisation testimony meeting 6 IS Prout 
Chapel  
Active Christians Today   Bible studies 7 am  Bromfield Cafe 3 
p.m 603 Clough St 4 * 6 p.m. Clough also 
Senior WAKAN meeting Majors Lounge. Women's Bldg  8 p.m 
Those who plan to participate in the skit :nuit attend 
College of   Health  and  Community Serv.  meeting   Km    Pink 
Dogwood Union, 7-10 p.m. 
BGSU Karate Club-Gojukat will meet Aud . St   Thomas More 
Parish. 5 30-7 30 pm  
BG KoSulemi Dojo practice session Km 201 Hayes Hall 7:30-9:30. 
LOST AND FOUND soluble rates 352 7305 
LOST: Gold wire rim glasses in 
tan leather case Call 352-4741 
REWARD 
Planning a Wedding- Wedding 
Photography by David McNeill 
353 3792 
LOST: Silver watch Near 
Harshman or St Thomas More 
372-5547  
HELP WANTED  
Need ( manager trainees to 
train as you earn money 
PART-TIME Ph 352-56N for 
interview. 
Job opening-simple tasks in 
volved CallSMlta.HOpm 
Intelligent individual needed for 
local job Dial 3524051. 8-10 
p.ns. 
SERVTCtaOrTKRED 
Experienced typist very rea- 
sociable 3524540  
Abortion Information Service 
starting rate $125 Clinic very 
close to area. 1-M week preg- 
nancy terminated by licensed 
certified gynecologist Modern 
techniques and finest facilities. 
Immediate arrangements will 
be made with no hassle Call 
collect. 24 hour service 1-214- 
Ql-1557.  
Decisions'' Need to talk' 
Emotional and Material Preg- 
nancy Aid. 3524234 
WANTED 
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS 
LOW COST JET TRAVEL to 
Europe. Africa. Middle East. 
, Far East at minimum cost, 
maximum flexibility and 
minimum hassle For infor- 
mation call EDUCATIONAL 
FLIGHTS toll-free 18001 223 
5549  
BLACKS WOMEN 
ANYONE! Learn about 
"relevant'' literature Take Fr 
240, "French Women Writers in 
Translation" (3 cr I next fall 
IW l-J, F 31 and or RL 262 
"Black Poets in Tranalation" (3 
cr I spring quarter iMWR II 
Counts toward humanities 
requirement or as an elective 
NO-PREREQUISITE No need 
to know a foreign language 
Instructor. Dr. Janis L. 
Palllster  
Kappa Sigma. DO DAMAGE in 
the BETA Your Little Sisses 
1 m. needed for fall Univ. 
Village Call 352 1235  
Students needed to fill 4 man 
apartmenta at Campus Manor 
for Fall school year 352-9302 or 
314-7344 evesuags.  
Subleaser I f Greenview Apts. 
uUl paid 352-4711  
Needed m rmmta now. 2 
bdrms . 2 baths. caU Jim 352- 
4424 alter 4 p.m ' 
Want 4 persons to sublease 
apartment for summer. 11*5 
each total. 4 blocks from 
campus Call 352 1044  
PEI180WAU  
EUROPE FOR A SONG! Eda- 
caUooal Flights of Ohio. Inc, 
16141243-SM2. any lime  
Congrats BE winner of Prout 
invite -kill'em ia finals BPTC. 
Phi Psl's are ready for 
breakfast Thanx Ul slaters 
Phi Psl's are psyched for the 
DZ's and Alpha Phi's  
Joe - Go get the Bloade Bomber. 
FOR SALE 
Need    expert    typing?    Rea KD's    Get   parched   for   the 
71 SAAB excellent condition 
Sempreit rsdisls 11800 2-5533 
Green trad couch excel! 
coadtt. I1M 49 Ph 352-4042 
Bose speakers for sale. Ex- 
cellent condition 8320 00 for the 
pair 3534014. 12-2 or 352-7719 6- 
10 p.m. 
'44 Pontiac Convertible de- 
pendable transportation Asking 
1400 371-4791  
Must sell 1 yr old black L white 
female Siberian Husky with 
bhie eyes Good markings 
House broken Family pet. Call 
352-0404.  
AKA1-GX S70D red to reel. 2 
mikes mast sell: 703 Second St 
Apt 4B alter 4 p.m.  
74 Vega GT Hatchback. 4 spd . 
deluxe  interior    After 5. 353-, 
AR turntable with Share 
M9IED cartridge 352-7M3 
Garrard SL73B changer. 
Sherwood S7100A receiver. 2 
Electro voice ETR-14 speakers 
Greg 353^532 
Lloyds stereo am-fm radio, non 
component 845 or best offer 
152 3979 Excel! cond  
FOR RENT  
1 bedroom apartment $150 mo. 
Pinehurst Apartments Brand 
new 220 Napoleon Rd 352-1400 
511 EAST MERRY Less than 
One block from campus 2 bed- 
room, furnished, air conditioned 
and in excellent condition. 
Tenants only pay the electric 
Set up for 4 persons Only one 
vscancy left for fall $96 00 per 
person per month FOR 
SUMMER 4 vacancies $M 50 
per person per month, or a total 
of $17500 for the entire 
summer. 
$14 SIXTH 2 bedroom, 
furnished, air conditioned and in 
excellent condition Tenants 
only pay the electric Set up for 
4 persons Only 2 vacancies left 
for fall. $45 00 per person per 
month For more information 
call. NewloveRealty 353 7381 
2 bdrms. util paid close to 
campus 1230 E Wooster 351- 
3756 summer 
Now leasing for June 1 1 bdrm 
apts Pinehurst Apts 120 
Napoleon Rd 352 1440  
Deluxe lg 3 rm fur. apt. avail. 
June 15 Close to univ Ph 352- 
5*60 
APARTMENTS - 2 bedrooms. 
furnished 351-4471  
1 bedroom apartments near 
Towers Fall rates for 4 
students. Summer rates for 1.3. 
or 4 students 352-7345  
Rooms near campus Fall and 
summer rentals 352-7345. 
Own room in big house avail, 
immediately 950 mo 24$ S. 
Summit. 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
close to campus. For more 
information call 351-1176 after 5 
p.m.  
Apt to SUBLET FALL only. 

















"Great is Thy Faithfulness" Is the theme for the 
University's Gospel Choir's Fifth Annual Spring Concert, 
which will be presented at 7:30p.m. Saturday at St. Mark's 
Lutheran Church. 315 S College Dr Admission is free and 
open to the public. 
The concert's theme will be interpreted through songs 
and pastels by the 65 member choir under the direction of 
Rev Gregory D Smith, advisor, and Teresa Sanders, 
freshman i Music i 
Park program 
Park and recreation professionals from northwestern 
Ohio will meet tomorrow at the University to participate 
in special interest spring workshops 
Discussions relating to various aspects of recreation and 
designed to improve existing community programs with 
available close-to-home resources will be offered 
Topics include state park programs, recreation 
financing, park design on a budget and improving summer 
recreation 
There is no charge for the workshop For further 
information, contact Dr  Agnes M -Henley at 372-2555 
Colloquium 
Dr. Harold R Williams, chairman of Kent State 
University's department of economics, will speak at 3 
p.m today on the impact of the Trade Reform Act on U.S. 
foreign trade as part of the Economic Colloquium Series 
Dr. Williams' talk is in 103 Business Administration 
Bldg and is free and open to the public 
Lecfure 
Maurice Charney of Rutgers University, one of the 
world's most respected Shakespeare critics, will deliver a 
lecture entitled " Now Could I Drink Hot Blood-Hamlet 
as Revenger" at 7:30 p.m. today, in the Alumni Room. 
Union A coffee reception following the lecture is free and 
open to the public. 
Charney is the author of two influential studies of 
Shakespeare's plays in performance and has edited 
"Julius Caesar" and "Timon of Athens" The program is 
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Students learn to teach 
in Project Interaction 
By LorriiK Jim-iii 
SUM Reporter 
Making educational 
bulletin boards, operating 
audio-visual equipment and 
providing pupils at Toledo 
and Maumee area schools 
with individual help are 
among the activities of 
University students involved 
in Project Interaction. 
Twelve women are 
spending their mornings 
four days a week at 
Maumee's Union 
Elementary School getting 
"as many and varied 
experiences as they can." 
said Ken W Kwiatkowski. 
principal of the school. 
1 
Grade •chad itvdants in Tolada and Maumu rxim 
individual help from University ttudants through Ptejoct 
ffe*l 
Interaction. (N.w.photo. by Ed Suba) 
The women work with 
individual students and 
small groups. They read the 
children stories and help 
them with math and reading 
skills. Kwiatkowski said 
IN     ADDITION,     the 
women learn to operate the 
equipment at the school, and 
work with the school nurse, 
psychologist and secre- 
taries, he said 
"It's a good program." 
Kwiatkowski said "It's a 
big help to the school, and a 
big help to the kids " 
The students can learn 
things in an actual 
classroom setting that they 
cannot learn at the 
University, he said 
Kwiatkowski said the 
Project Interaction program 
is a "good prelude to student 
teaching," giving students a 
chance to become 
accustomed to a classroom 
environment 
Julie A Jones, junior 
(Ed ). works with second 
graders in Maumee She 
said that by taking part in 
Project Interaction she has 
learned how to talk to 
children, something she 
could not learn in a 
classroom 
"I LOVE IT here. It's 
fantastic." said Valerie K 
Forrest, junior (Ed.I. "You 
can get involved with kids in 
this program, and that's 
what counts 
"You can't read in a book 
how kids react," she said. 
Forrest works with fifth 
grade students. She soon 
will plan a unit on plants for 
her students. 
Both teachers and pupils 
seem to enjoy having 
Project Interaction students 
work at their school 
"They are very helpful." 
said Fred H. Ortner. who 
teaches fourth grade "They 
are learning from us. and we 
are learning from them." 
Ortner said he believes the 
children enjoy having the 
students come to their 
classes to work. Project 
Interaction students are not 
in school on Friday, and the 
children always ask where 
they are. Ortner said 
LAURA COLVIN, who Is 
in the fifth grade, said the 
Project Interaction students 
make the classroom fun She 
said she would miss them 
when they left 
Classes often hold parties 
for the students when they 
leave and it is often a 
"traumatic experience." 
Kwiatkowski said Some of 
the students cry when It 
comes time to say 'goodbye' 
to their young pupils, he 
said 
Project Interaction 
students combine their 
school experience with field 
trips, classwork. and a week 
at a camp They receive 16 
hours credit from the 
College of Education for 
their work 
Possible free legal aid proposed 
By Gall Harris 
If a bill introduced today 
in the House Education 
Committee passes, students 
at state-assisted educational 
institutions may be able to 
receive free legal 
assistance. 
House Bill 335. introduced 
by state Rep Michael P. 
Stinxiano, iD-Columbusi. 
provides that the board of 
trustees of any state- 
assisted college or univer- 
sity may establish a student 
fee to be used to provide 
legal    services    to    its 
students. 
According to the bill, no 
student may be represented 
through the use of this fee in 
an action against the univer- 
sity or in any matter involv- 
ing another student paying 
the same fee 
Stinxiano. who represents 
the area where Ohio State 
University (OSUI is located 
has been working with a 
student committee who are 
seeking the establishment of 
a group legal program at 
OSU. 
Bookstore robbed, 
$490 cash taken 
Bee Gee Bookstore. 1424 E Woosler St.. ni robbed of 
1490 about 9 Tuesday night 
According to LI Matt Brichta of the city police 
department, "entry and exit was apparently made through 
the front door There were no visible signs of forced entry '' 
He said the police have no suspects at this time They 
suspect the doors of the store were left unlocked when it 
closed Tuesday 
Two other thefts were reported to the police Tuesday 
John Rider. 418 N. Main St.. said a sack of clothing and 100 
45-RPM records were missing from his front porch. 
Two mini-bikes apparently were stolen from a residence 
at 406 N. Main St. early Tuesday evening. 
Debi Stenbuck, 306 S Prospect St.. was charged Tuesday 
with letting her do; run at large, and Oluremi Sogbtun. 73 
Greenview Apartments, was arrested for writing bad 
checks. 
Thomas Clayton. 109 Kramer Lane, was cited for auto 
trespassing. His car was illegally parked at the South Main 
School. 
Early yesterday morning Michael J Andray of Toledo 
was cited for an open container violation. 
THE representative said 
that he definitely wanted to 
see the bill become law 
"I'm the prime sponsor of 
the bill, and the group legal 
program was one of my 
campaign promises." 
Stinxiano said 
Two years ago. then Kent 
State University President 
'Glenn A. Olds, wanted touse 
money collected by the state 
to start a group legal 
program in Ohio. 
However, the idea was 
rejected by State Attorney 
General William Brown, 
who found an obstacle in 
Ohio law that prevented 
state funds to be used to 
initiate the legal program 
If HB 335 passes, the cost 
of the program and other 
factors will be left to the 
students and board of 
trustees  at  the individual 
schools Stinxiano said that 
the average cost per student 
at other schools who have 
group legal programs was 12 
13 per quarter 
Stinxiano stressed the fact 
that the idea of creating a 
group legal program for 
students is not new 
"ONE OF THE best of 
ganixed programs is at the 
University of Oregon There 
are also legal programs at 
the University of Texas, 
Syracuse University and 
doxens of other places," he 
noted 
Stinxiano pointed out that 
students run into many prob- 
lems when they need legal 
assistance He said students 
are not qualified for legal 
aid, but they can't afford to 
hire lawyers 
He said the students really 
need the group legal service. 
and   he   compared   it   to 
needing health insurance 
"When vou need it, you 
need it." he said "If the bill 
passes, it will make life 
better for the students at 
OSU and at other univer- 
sities They need good legal 
representation when they 
need help with landlords, 
businessmen and others." 
in Richard R Eakin. 
vice provost for student 
affairs, said he was 
unfamiliar with HB 335. but 
he said. "Any provision for a 
fee for legal services should 
be on a voluntary basis. 
"It's unfair to make 
students pay for a service 





IS NOW ON SALE FOR 
50< 
AT THE BOOKSTORES, 
315 UNIVERSITY HALL, and 
104 HANNA HALL. 
FREE SEMINAR ON AGING 
Should you know more about 
GERONTOLOGY (AGING)? 
THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1975 
Pink Dogwood Room, BGSU Union 
7-10 p.m. 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
SUMMER APARTMENT RENTAL 
Lowest Rates In B.G. 
Air conditioned, two bedroom, completely furnished, 
dishwasher, as low as $50 per person per month 
BUMPUS-DAHMS APTS. 
(across from Harshman Dorm) 
121-131 STATE STREET 
Ideal location to campus 
2 BDRM. UNITS FOR 
3-4 STUDENTS 
We pay utilities plus cablevision excluding electric 
which tenant pays ($7-9 monthly average bill.) 
NOW LEASING 
FOR SUMMER & FALL 
Call lor appointment 
352-4671 
CONGRATULATIONS 








Call Delbert 352-7671 
ALL SEATS 
...... 
Hjfcswm HELD OVER! 
7:15-9:15 
ANOTHER WEEK OF THRILLS! 
• CAUGHT IN AWORLD WHERE THEY DON T 
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Congratulations to the 
New Pike Little Sis officers 
President - Brenda Fisher 
Vice President - Donna Warren 
Secretary - Carol Butler 
Treasurer - Kim Mowery 
Thanks To The 
74-75 Officers 
Stickers crush Kenyon i 
ByPeUEaglehart 
Staff Writer 
There's nothing like a convincing victory to make a coach 
happy. 
If (hat's the caw, Falcon lacrosse coach Mickey Cochrane 
should be In good spirits after yesterday's 9-1 victory over 
Kenyon College at Doyt L. Perry Field. 
Playing one of their most consistent games of the season, 
the Falcons combined a stingy defense with a methodical 
offensive attack to produce their sixth win In the Midwest 
Lacrosse Association (MLA) Overall, BG is 8-1. 
The win keeps the Falcons at the top of the MLA 
standings, and also sets the stage for Saturday afternoon's 
league showdown with arch-rival Denison in Granville 
TO SAY THE Falcon defense was supurb would be an 
understatement Cochrane cited cooperation between the 
defense and the midfield units as one of the keys to the 
victory. 
"I've always said that a team defensive effort is the key to 
any game," Cochrane said. "You just can't play with the 
three defensemen. but instead you need everyone working 
together." 
For a while yesterday it was the Falcon defensive play 
that carried the bulk of the load as BG was stymied by Lord 
goalie George Parker. 
Parker, the league's leading goalie, shut out the Falcons 
in the first quarter by rejecting five shots The first quarter 
scoring drought was the first time this year BG has not 
scored in the initial period. 
Meanwhile, the Lords took a 1-0 lead on a George Ewing 
goal at the 6:17 mark of the first quarter. 
THE FALCON offense finally got untracked when senior 
atuekman Jeff Woloshyn fired a bullet past Parker at the 
10:96 mark of the second period. Less than 30 seconds later. 
Rick Knowles got the eventual winning goal off an issist 
from Verne Zabek. Zabek finished the game with three goals 
and two assists. 
The victory gives the Falcons a 7-5 series edge over the 
Lords and avenges a S-5 Kenyon win two years ago. the last 
time BG lost a home and a league contest. Kenyon Is now 
6-2 in the league and 8-2 overall. 
The win also comes after several lackluster and incon 
sistent performances by the Falcons. In fact, the eight goals 
surrendered to last-place Ashland In last Saturday's win was 
the most goals BG has allowed a league team this year. 
But in yesterday's contest, the Falcon defense was not to 
be denied 
"So many of the things we did wrong on Saturday just 
worked out right today " Cochrane said. "I can only 
attribute this to the team playing together as a unit. 
While the defense was containing the Lord attack, the 
Falcon offense was finally getting untracked. 
Zabek got his 13th goal of the season at the 1230 mark of 
the third quarter, and midfielders Tony Vaccaro and Lee 
Murphy added scores to give BG a S-l land after three 
periods. 
The Falcons added the finishing touches in the final 
quarter as Zabek tallied twice more. Woloshyn. playing in 
place of injured Bill Grimes, completed the scoring with his 
third goal of the afternoon with just 16 seconds remaining in 
the game. 
Attack 
Senior ottackmon Verne Zabek (39), the Falcon lacrosse team's leading scorer, 
waits for teammates Paul Collins (23) and John Grim (17) to break towards 
the goal in last week's 12-4 win over Michigan State. (Newsphoto by Dave 
Ryan) 
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Unbeaten women netters top Bluff ton I MAC baseball 
By l.aurt Leach 
st.ll Writer 
Bluffton College proved to 
be no match for BG's 
women's tennis team as Ihe 
Falcons    remained    un 
defeated by easily beating 
Bluffton, 4-1, Tuesday 
The Falcons' only loss was 
in first singles action as 
Amy Longley dropped two 
matches to Bluffton s Bar 
Schnelle. 6-3.7-5. 
BG frat places 2nd 
in roundball tourney 
Bowling Green's Kappa 
Sigma fraternity finished 
second at the state 
fraternity basketball 
championships held in 
Columbus last weekend 
Fifteen fraternity 
champions from Ohio 
universities competed in the 
two-day   affair   hosted   by 
Ohio State University 
Kappa Sigma advanced to 
the finals of the double- 
elimination tournament, but 
dropped a 43-40 decision to 
an Ohio State fraternity 
Mark Andrews was BG's 
high scorer in the tourney 
Melissa Klide battered 
Bluffton's second singles 
player (hen Walter. 6-0. 6-3. 
while Falcon Pam Heschel 
had little trouble disposing 
of Bonnie Worford. 6-1,6-1 
BG's doubles teams posed 
problems for Bluffton The 
first doubles team of Karen 
Kronauge and Laurette 
Payette downed Jan 
Hobeggar and Jane Thorley. 
6-0. 6-1, while Cheryl Baker 
and Deb Voss blasted their 
second doubles opponents 
Micky Lehman and Lvnn 
Wert.6-0. 6-1 
"SEVERAL KIDS played 
at Bluffton that hadn't 
played matches for us 
before,''     Bowling     Green 
coach Janet Parks said 
"They showed a lot of poise 
and ability." 
Last weekend, the women 
netters played their loughest 
matches of the season as 
they narrowly defeated 
Notre Dame. 5-4, at South 
Bend, 1ml Parks said that 
Notre Dame's team was 
much stronger than last 
year 
"Notre Dame has im- 
proved tremendously and 
they gave us a lot better 
match than last year." she 
said "Our kids did really 
well, however, and a lot of 
them came back from 
deficit scores to take their 
matches " 
Rugby club ties for title 
BG'S MARY Kl It/ 
routed first singles opponent 
Betsy Fallon. 6-2. 6-0. while 
Judy Jeanette made a 
successful switch from 
doubles to singles play 
defeating Carol Simmons in 
three sets. 0-6, 6-2. 6-3. In 
fourth singles action. 
Fifth singles player Pam 
Heschel defeated Notre 
Dame's Ann Colbert in the 
first set. 6-1. dropped the 
second set. 3-6, and finally 
disposed of Colbert in the 
third set. 6-2 
Mindy Milligan downed 
Notre Dame's sixth singles 
player Ann Gardner, in 
straight sets, 6-2.6-4. 
BG's third doubles team 
of Sue Rupert and Jonalee 
Wiandt were the only Falcon 
doubles    winners,    over- 
coming Debbie Grady and 
Sue Bailey. 64.6-2 
CONROY DROPPED her 
second singles match to 
Lammers. 6-1, 6-2. In third 
singles action. Cathy Brady 
was defeated by Leary in 
straight sets. 6-2,6-2. 
The Falcon netters will 
take a 6-0 record to Central 
Michigan Saturday. Injuries 
have depleted the BG ranks, 
however 
Brady strained the 
muscles in her right arm 
and Jeanette is ill. Neither 
will make the trip to 
Central 
"I'm still optimistic about 
this match," said Parks 
"We're just going to have to 
do a little reorganization. 
But we have enough depth 
and enough good players to 
win." 
TEAM MAC OVERALL 
Ohio University J-l 18-6 
Northern Illinois J-l 10-9 
Toledo 1-1 14-10 
Eastern Michigan 4-2 18-12 
Central Michigan *4 20-11 
Kent Slate 3-3 M 
Ball State 3-3 12-13 
BOWLING GREEN 3-5 18-14 
Miami 2-4 22-19 
Western Michigan M 4-9 
Tomorrow's games 
Northern Illinois at BOWLING GREEN (Zl, 1 p.m. 
Kent State at Miami (21 
Ohio University at Ball State (2) 




Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan (2) 
Northern Illinois at Toledo (2) 
Ohio University at Miami (21 
Kent SUte at Ball State (21 
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Bowling Green's rugby club clawed and scratched its way 
to a share of the title at the annual Mid-American Con- 
ference i MAC l rugby championships at Miami University 
last weekend 
After the tourney's first day. things looked bleak for the 
Falcons Both the "A" and "B" teams had 1-1 records, but 
injuries were numerous 
WINGERS RON Conarroe and Kevin Orr had knee and 
nose injuries Centers Terry Herwig. Joe Bonifas and Jeff 
Gatti had leg and shoulder problems Forward Jeff Rcichal 
broke his ankle, and Paul LaPoint tore cartilage in his knee. 
In the semi-final contest, a defensive battle, BG's Buck 
McKinney broke a scoreless deadlock with Ohio University 
on a long, twisting scoring gallop. 
A conversion kick by Randy I-I»V«I finished the scoring 
and the Falcons were on their way to the finals with a 6-0 
victory 
Needing a win to tie for the championship. BG proceeded 
to rip Miami. 18-0 Lawson scored twice to highlight the BG 
offense, while Rick Griswald and Mike Terwood each 
added a goal 
Kent State equaled BG's 3-1 tourney record to tie for the 
title 
THE FALCON "B" team finished second in its division 
Northern Illinois copped the "B" title with a 3-0 record. 
After beating Toledo in the opening round. BG lost to 
Miami. 10-4 The ruggers then bounced back to lace Kent 
SUte in the final round. 18-0 
Dave Wainio, Skip Palmer and Jack Kozminski scored 
goals for the Falcons "B" unit 
The BG ruggers, who moved up to fifth place in the 
national rankings this week, will travel to Delaware this 
weekend to battle Ohio Wesleyan and Ohio State 
Women laxers jolt OU, Kenyon 
By l.aurl Leach 
St.ll Writer 
The BG women's lacrosse 
team picked up two wins in 
Athens last weekend by 
drubbing Ohio University 
(OU), 10-3. and toppling 
Kenyon College. 9-5. in a tri- 
meet 
Ginny McGee starred (or 
the Falcons in the Ohio Uni- 
versity match by scoring a 
team-high five goals 
Rounding out the scoring 
were Mary Schlanger with 
two goals, and Holly 
Spittler. Gail Billet and Jill 
Durnwald with one goal 
each 
The scoring was evenly 
distributed  in the  Kenyon 
game Billet. Durnwald and 
McGee each scored two 
goals Spittler, Marti 
Sinnreich. and Patti Holt 
each added one goal 
Despite the victories, 
coach Carol Durentini was 
not happy with the overall 
play 
"I AM distressed at our 
team's lack of accurate 
passing," she said "Our 
linking upfield from the 
defensive end is weak " 
Durentini said she was 
pleased with the defense 
BG goalie Noreen Goggin 
allowed Ohio University 
only eight shots on goal and 
kept Kenyon to 14 shots on 
goal The Falcons had 30 
shots on goal in the OU 
game and 28 shots on goal 
against Kenyon 
"The defense is working, 
and they're tight on 
checking." said Durentini. 
"But I want to see more of 
an aerial game and less of 
the ground game I've been 
seeing." 
BG'S LAXERS will open 
their home season Saturday 
with a quadrangular meet at 
Sterling Farm Field. Parti- 
cipating in the meet are 
Michigan SUte University. 
Earlham College and Ball 
SUte University Bowling 
Green will play Earlham at 
11 am and Ball SUte at 2 
p.m. 
Earlham should provide a 
challenge for the Falcons A 
strong team with many 
players from the east, 
Earlham defeated BG twice 
last year. 
"Earlham is strong in all 
positions, but 1 think we 
have the speed to stick with 
them," said Durentini "The 
girls are psychologically up 
for this match " 
Scrum 
Th. Falcon rugby team and Ohio University demonstrate a scrum in last 
weekend's Mid-American Confer ene. championships at Miami. The scrum is a 
common occurrence in a rugby game, and forms after a minor penalty or whan 
the ball gats buried. The two looms interlock and battle for possession of the 
boll in an attempt to gat it to th. taom forwards. 
SAVE THE NEWS 
Vermilyea captures award 
Senior trackster Bruce 
Vermilyea has been named 
the University's oulsUnding 
senior scholar-athlete and 
recipient of one of the ten 
Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) Scholar-Athlete 
Awards for 1975 
Vermilyea. a sUr cross 
country and middle distance 
track performer, will be 
honored at the 1975 Mid 
American    Conference 
Spring Sports Champion 
ships. May 15-17. at Western 
Michigan University 
"BRUCE'S selection 
makes him the third track 
and cross country runner to 
win the award in the last 
four years." said BG 
Athletic Director Dick 
Young 
Vermilyea is the 
defending MAC champion in 
the 880-yard run and will be 
a seven-letter recipient 
when he graduates in June 
He has a 403 mile to his 
credit, and as a sophomore 
he ran a 4:07 7 mile leg on 
the winning four-mile relay- 
team at the Drake Relays. 
In addition. Vermilyea has 
a 3.74 grade-point average 
and has been accepted into 
denUI school nest year at 
the University of MinnesoU 
THE BROTHERS Of 
Theta Chi 
are proud to announce their 
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MAKE TRACKS TO THE 
LOCKER ROOM 
112 S. Main 
for our fabulous SALE-A-TH0N! 
NYLON MESH JERSEYS AT 50% off regular price 
FREE NOVELTY IMPRINTS of your choice, with the 
purchase     of    any    T-shirt     (while    supply    lasts) 
ADIDAS MAJOR-LEAGUE BASEBALL SHOES - reg. »22.95 
special 48s5 
BASEBALL UNDERSHIRTS - reg. *3.75; special*2*9 
THURSDAY, MAY 1 - 7-10 p.m. 
  MASTER CHARGE AVAILABLE 
